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Name of
the institution

Contact person
Humanitas University
(Akademia Humanitas)

Maja Chyży-Dudek

Vice-Dean for International
Cooperation,
Official Representative 

Erasmus Code PL SOSNOWI01

ECHE
2021-2027 101014722

Institution
website www.humanitas.edu.pl

Responsibility

+48  32 363-12-20

maja.chyzy@humanitas.edu.pl

Contact details

Contact person

Agata Sitko, PhD

Erasmus+ Coordinator
Responsibility

+48 604 905 080

agata.sitko@humanitas.edu.pl

Contact details

Academic information

Academic
calendar

https://www.humanitas.edu.pl/Student/Dzial_Toku_Studio-
w/DTS_Organizacja_Roku_Akademickiego

Language
of instruction

Number of credits
per semester and
grading system

2-3

English and Polish

Bachelor’s degrees: 3 years, 180 ECTS
Master’s degrees: 2 years, 120 ECTS



To facilitate studying for individuals with disabilities the university can offer 
the following technical solutions:

Additionally, students with motor disabilities and visual impairments are 
helped by an assistant.

Contact person: 
maciej.borski@humanitas.edu.pl

large pull-out screens installed in the lecture halls to make it easier for 
the visually impaired to read the slides during the classes,
for the hearing-impaired, a hearing aid system with an induction loop 
was installed in some of the classrooms as well as in the dean’s office and 
reception,
individuals with disabilities can use large monitors, magnifying glasses 
and voice recorders,
a computer set (with a special mouse, armrests and a keyboard) in the 
reading room which enables people with cerebral palsy to work.

May 1 for the winter semester, November 1 for the summer semesterNomination Deadlines

Requirements Necessary documents: 
- CV in English, 
- transcript of records (courses completed at Home University),
- passport/ID (page with personal data), 
- certificate of English proficiency, 
- official photo.

Language Requirements

Courses in English

Application

Grading scale Grading scale applicable at Humanitas University:
bardzo dobry (5.0) - Polish equivalent of very good; 
plus dobry (4.5) - Polish equivalent of good plus; 
 dobry (4.0) - Polish equivalent of good;
 plus dostateczny (3.5) - Polish equivalent of satisfactory plus;
 dostateczny (3.0) - Polish equivalent of satisfactory; 
 niedostateczny (2.0) - Polish equivalent of unsatisfactory. 

In case of failure to complete the course specified in the syllabus, this fact 
shall be recorded by entering the notation niezaliczono (“nie zal”) [Polish 
equivalent of “failed”].

Dormitories The Humanitas University has 20 apartments for the students. Each 
apartment consists of two double rooms with a bathroom and a kitchen.
The apartments are located in the immediate vicinity of the University. 
The University also has eleven apartments for academic teachers.

Visa and legalisation
of stay 

Contact person: 
agata.sitko@humanitas.edu.pl

https://www.katowice.uw.gov.pl/usluga/cudzoziemcy/pobyt

Inclusion
and accessibility

B1/B2 level (according to the Council of Europe) 

https://www.humanitas.edu.pl/International_Associations#faq_tab_21098

Students should submit application files directly in the system. 
In case of questions please contact: agata.sitko@humanitas.edu.pl
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